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A masterpiece of science reporting that tracks the animal origins of emerging human diseases,
Spillover is “fascinating and terrifying … a real-life thriller with an outcome that affects us
all” (Elizabeth Kolbert, author of The Sixth Extinction).In 2020, the novel coronavirus gripped the
world in a global pandemic and led to the death of hundreds of thousands. The source of the
previously unknown virus? Bats. This phenomenon—in which a new pathogen comes to
humans from wildlife—is known as spillover, and it may not be long before it happens again.Prior
to the emergence of our latest health crisis, renowned science writer David Quammen was
traveling the globe to better understand spillover’s devastating potential. For five years he
followed scientists to a rooftop in Bangladesh, a forest in the Congo, a Chinese rat farm, and a
suburban woodland in New York, and through high-biosecurity laboratories. He interviewed
survivors and gathered stories of the dead. He found surprises in the latest research, alarm
among public health officials, and deep concern in the eyes of researchers.Spillover delivers the
science, the history, the mystery, and the human anguish of disease outbreaks as gripping
drama. And it asks questions more urgent now than ever before: From what innocent creature, in
what remote landscape, will the Next Big One emerge? Are pandemics independent
misfortunes, or linked? Are they merely happening to us, or are we somehow causing them?
What can be done? Quammen traces the origins of Ebola, Marburg, SARS, avian influenza,
Lyme disease, and other bizarre cases of spillover, including the grim, unexpected story of how
AIDS began from a single Cameroonian chimpanzee. The result is more than a clarion work of
reportage. It’s also the elegantly told tale of a quest, through time and landscape, for a new
understanding of how our world works—and how we can survive within it.

From Booklist*Starred Review* Exemplary science writer Quammen schools us in the
fascinating if alarming facts about zoonotic diseases, animal infections that sicken humans, such
as rabies, Ebola, influenza, and West Nile. Zoonoses can escalate rapidly into global pandemics
when human-to-human transmission occurs, and Quammen wants us to understand disease
dynamics and exactly what’s at stake. Drawing on the truly dramatic history of virology, he
profiles brave and stubborn viral sleuths and recounts his own hair-raising field adventures,
including helping capture large fruit bats in Bangladesh. Along the way, Quammen explains how
devilishly difficult it is to trace the origins of a zoonosis and explicates the hidden process by
which pathogens spill over from their respective reservoir hosts (water fowl, mosquitoes, pigs,
bats, monkeys) and infect humans. We contract Lyme disease after it’s spread by black-legged
ticks and white-footed mice, not white-tailed deer as commonly believed. The SARS epidemic
involves China’s wild flavor trend and the eating of civets. Quammen’s revelatory, far-reaching
investigation into AIDS begins in 1908 with a bloody encounter between a hunter and a



chimpanzee in Cameroon. Zoonotic diseases are now on the rise due to our increasing
population, deforestation, fragmented ecosystems, and factory farming. Quammen spent six
years on this vital, in-depth tour de force in the hope that knowledge will engender
preparedness. An essential work. --Donna Seaman --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.Review"David Quammen [is] one of that rare breed of science
journalists who blend exploration with a talent for synthesis and storytelling."― Nathan Wolfe,
Nature"An adventure-filled page-turner…told from the front lines of pandemic prevention."―
Lizzie Wade, Wired"As page turning as Richard Preston’s The Hot Zone…[Quammen is] one of
the best science writers."― Seattle Times"David Quammen might be my favorite living science
writer: amiable, erudite, understated, incredibly funny, profoundly humane."― Kathryn Schulz,
New York Magazine"Quammen balances the technical terms with gorily gripping description and
scenes from his own fearless journeys…But his real gift is his writing, with its nice balance of
reverence and whimsy."― Chloë Schama, Smithsonian"Quammen’s more teacher than
Jeremiah. So he calms when he can; but he’s blunt when he must be."― Jeffrey Burke,
Bloomberg"The scariest book you’ll read this year."― The Daily Beast"[An] ambitious and
encyclopedic voyage…Mr. Quammen does a beautiful job of showing how so much of scientific
knowledge is provisional, with great unknowns about infectious diseases."― Richard Preston,
author of The Hot Zone"David Quammen has done it again. Fascinating and terrifying, Spillover
is a real-life thriller with an outcome that affects us all."― Elizabeth Kolbert, author of The Sixth
Extinction"This is a frightening and fascinating masterpiece of science reporting that reads like a
detective story. David Quammen takes us on a quest to understand AIDS, Ebola, and other
diseases that share a frightening commonality: they all jumped from wild animals to humans. By
explaining this growing trend, Quammen not only provides a warning about the diseases we will
face in the future, he also causes us to reflect on our place as humans in the earth’s
ecosystem."― Walter Isaacson, author of Leonardo Da Vinci --This text refers to the paperback
edition.About the AuthorDavid Quammen is the author of The Song of the Dodo, among other
books. He has been honored with the John Burroughs Medal for nature writing, an Academy
Award in Literature from the American Academy of Arts and Letters, an award in the art of the
essay from PEN, and (three times) the National Magazine Award. Quammen is also a
contributing writer for National Geographic. He lives in Bozeman, Montana. --This text refers to
the paperback edition.Read more
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acidpiper, “An important read for understanding contagion... I have a fascination for contagion.
This book covers a whole big bunch of ‘baddies’, explaining a lot of science is a way that is
understandable by the non-professional. Respectful, yet jam packed with all the little details you
will quickly realize you Really want to know about, even if you didn’t when you started. The book
is a page-turner, not only for the fascinating subject matter, but because of the beautiful flow and
use of language.If you want to have the bejeezus scared out of you, this is your book, but that
won’t last long. You will be left knowing so many how’s and whys that you’ll want the author to
write another book as soon as you’ve finished to last page of this one. A very satisfying book to
read, and finish.”

Early Adopter, “Should Be Required Reading and I Wish it Was Longer!!. This book is awesome.
There. I've said that. It is also accessible to any reader with an interest in medicine, the history of
medical discovery and discoverers, and people who like to experience the world at large in all
the places and manners that might be available to them, by travel, or the written word. I only wish
I hadn't read it so I could read it again immediately. It was that good. The author has an
impressive talent for weaving the stories of science, the tools of the researcher's trade, and in
spite of a wealth of technical science, you should still "get it". He has also cleverly imaginaged a
purely fictional but amazing story within the actual science that demonstrates ehow the most
horrifying "spillovers" of today's killer diseases walked out of remote Africa and Asia, and into the
so-called modern world. I came at this book with a (very old) education in genetics, more recent
practice of genetic genealogy and understood most of the genetic science. And having just re-
read the 1926 classic "Microbe Hunters", which is a great lead-in to the history and method of
those who first recognized the microscopic world of the "little things that always get you in the
end". You might try that sequence for extra fun and an introduction to some of the very early
scientists who first laid down the "germ theory" of disease. You will meet them again in Mr
Quammen's book. I highly recommend "Spillover". There were many "OMG", "Holy @$!&" and
OH WOW!!" moments for me. Don't be scared away by the subject or worry it might be too
scientifically difficult. The author insures his reader will understand and have fun doing just
that...understanding. As far as I'm concerned, I could have read on with joy for another 591
pages. I was sorry when I finished it and it will be read again.”

DaveF, “Very important and entertaining!. Update on 4/5/20: This book is one of a handful of
relatively recent books that will greatly help you understand COVID 19, Coronaviruses, and
animal to human disease jumps. I highly recommend this book as well as Micheal Osterholm's
book "Deadliest Enemy". The COVID 19 pandemic was a disaster just waiting to happen. The
awful truth is we knew it but pretty much ignored the warnings. The scary reality is that another
infectious pandemic of a different virus (flu?) could begin tomorrow, next month, or in the next



few years. When we get past COVID 19 we CANNOT go back to business as usual! We MUST
take this lesson in public health and prepare ourselves. The world spent $1.8 trillion dollars
arming itself in 2019 (Wikipedia). If we took a tiny fraction of that money and devoted it to public
health, disease control, and vaccination development we could prevent tens of millions of
premature deaths! Please read this or one of the other excellent books on this subject and don't
let our leaders go back to their old ways!!!Author David Quammen has written an important,
informative, and entertaining (really!) book. He has taken on a potentially dry and depressing
subject and made it both understandable and interesting. He's a very good science writer and I'll
be looking forward to reading more titles from him.Quammen takes the reader on a journey
through the world of epidemiologists, pathologists, veterinarians, and other scientists who put
their health and lives on the line in the name of world health and science. He takes us into the
story of some of the most deadly recent diseases in the world, all of which have jumped from
animals to humans. This is a fascinating and critical story.Its a long book. My one mild criticism
would be I think it could have been edited down somewhat without damaging its content or
quality.I highly recommend this book to anyone even remotely interested in the subject.”

M. Hillmann, “Gripping good science - the next human pandemic?. Viruses, that conjure dread,
jumping species from animal to man and highly infectious from man to man - that is a Spillover
or zoonosis. Virulent, often lethal most recent and of limited spread - Marburg (1967), Lassa
Fever (1969), Ibola (1971), Avian Flu (1997), Hendra (1994), SARS (2003), West Nile (1999),
Swine Flu (2009) . But some are the Big Ones - Spanish Flu killed 20 million in 1918, HIV
accounts for 30 million dead and 34 million infected.Why are they happening now? Where do
they come from? How do they jump species? What conditions lead to their spread?This is not
an alarmist, "end of civilisation as we know it" book. It is informed and balanced but compulsive
reading like several detective stories in one. It is rich in the personalities and circumstances of
how the epidemics occurred, the stories of the people affected and the race to identify the
"reservoir " hosts and the carriers. It is first hand and colourful. David Quammen meets the
veterinarians, doctors and nurses who are treating , and often infected by, the dying patients. He
goes out with the ecologists and the scientists to search for the reservoir species in the
Congolese and Malaysian tropical forests, in the Chinese wild food markets, in the Tanzanian
savannah. They take samples for antibody and virus testing from bats , white tailed deer, civet
cars, monkeys and chimpanzees - not an easy task. He visits the epidemiologists, virologists.
geneticists who wrestle with analysis and interpretation.David Quammen is very positive and
complimentary of the organisations and people involved. The work of the well equipped squads
sent out from the Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Centre in Atlanta, USA and that of the
medics, scientists, and government authorities in Chinese, Asian, African and Australian
countries is interpreted in a very positive and constructive light.The common thread in the
detection of each epidemic is partly medical and partly ecological. The virosphere encompasses
a realm of organisms that dwarf every other group. Many are probably undiscovered. Many stay



dependent but benign in their host species. They may kill some monkeys or birds or bats but we
do not notice. The viruses, especially those whose genomes consist of RNA rather than DNA
leaving them more prone to mutation, are highly and rapidly adaptive. The disruption to the
natural ecosystems at a cataclysmic rate due to man's activities seems to be more and more
unloosening the microbes from their natural ecosystem into the wider world. Increasing human
population density, new bugs, greater interconnectivity with modern transport systems and new
sophisticated medical detection systems are part of the explanation for the increase in
epidemics.David Quammen is convinced that the Next Big One will come and kill millions. Read
the book to find out his prophecies - it is worth the read.”

Philip Watson, “The author saw it coming (the pandemic). A great read. Thorough, loads of
humanity, superb research, and a lot about viruses - those thing things made up of some RNA
and a seemingly determined agenda to get into human cells and reproduce. 'Sorry about the
result' they might add. Makes you realise that there are worse things out there than Covid-19.”

Yorkshire Rog, “Excellent book. So relevant to todays Covid Pandemic, well worth reading..”

Sophie, “A wonderfully balanced and exceptionally well-written book. I was worried that this book
would be scaremongering, overly-dramatic, and patronising. I needn't have feared! It tells the
stories of spillover cases, explains the science behind them and explores the possibilities going
forward. It is fast-paced and exciting whilst retaining a human element; i.e. deaths are talked of
respectfully. It goes fairly deeply (for a layperson) into the science but manages to hold your
hand enough that you can keep up and enjoy the ride.Best non-fiction book I've read possibly
ever.”

John, “Five Stars. Only so many chapters in but its a riveter. Delivery was spot on. really sharp.”

The book by David Quammen has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 2,593 people have provided feedback.
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